Restart of the investigation period of the procedure for the approval of the Offer Document

Milan, February 1, 2021 – With reference to the announcement made on 28 December 2020 on the filing of the offer document (the "Offer Document") relating to the voluntary tender offer on all the ordinary, multiple voting and special shares of CFT S.p.A. and following the press release of 25 January concerning the suspension of the investigation period of the procedure for the approval of the Offer Document, ATS Automation Holdings Italy S.r.l. informs that CONSOB on the date hereof ordered the restart of the investigation period with effect from February 2nd, 2021. The investigation period will therefore expire on February 6th, 2021.

ATS Automation Holdings Italy S.r.l.

The ATS group is a leader in automation solutions and operates in the planning, design, construction, commissioning and maintenance of automated production and assembly systems, including automation products. Founded in 1978, ATS employs approximately 4,200 people at 20 manufacturing facilities and over 50 offices in North America, Europe, Southeast Asia and China. The shares of the holding company of the ATS group are traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange.
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